
8. Using images to develop comprehension 
Children can ‘read’ images before they can read words. Using a 
complex and detailed image can offer all children the chance to 
interpret what they see regardless of their current reading ability. It 
can also create opportunities for discussion, writing, vocabulary and 
sentence development within a meaningful context. 

Summary 
These suggestions to support reading comprehension can be used with any age group and 
across the school year. Careful selection of images can enhance English as well as any cross 
curricular work. 

What’s the point? 
These activities can be carried out with the whole class during shared and guided reading. 
Children can be encouraged to share their own interpretations of the images through careful 
teacher questioning and paired talk. Working with images allows children to orally rehearse 
what they want to say and write. Lots of discussion and loitering with the image are 
recommended. 

In the classroom 
Children are introduced to a suitable image selected by the teacher, e.g. Molly’s Nightmare, 
cover image of Primary Matters Autumn 2020 © Stella Perrett 2020 used with kind permission. 

 
1.  Children’s questions: Ask children to work in 
pairs and study the image together, jotting down 
anything they notice which is interesting or unusual. 
Ask each pair to create a question beginning with 
‘Why’  or ‘How’ to delve deeper into the 
understanding of the image, e.g. ‘Why is the creature 
on the bed?’ 
‘How does Molly feel?’ 
Questions can be collected and redistributed for pairs 
to answer. 
2. Teacher questions: Ask the children to consider 
questions posed by the teacher, e.g.  It is important 
that they understand that all answers are acceptable, 
but the next question will be: 
‘How do you know?’ 
‘What makes you think that?’ 
‘Why?’ 
to develop deeper thinking. 
3. Statements: Provide the children with statements 
pertaining to the image, e.g.  
The scene is set high up in an old castle. 
Molly is rich. 
They can agree or disagree but must give a reason 
for their answers. 
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Tips and techniques for the classroom 



4. Vocabulary: Look for opportunities in the image to develop vocabulary. Generate effective 
noun phrases to describe elements of the image, e.g. wind, moon, knight, castle etc. 

5. Develop ideas further by using language effects such as alliteration, personification, etc. to use 
in descriptive writing or poetry, e.g. 
The wind whipped the wildness of the road outside into a swirling mist. 
The creature was quite still, all its senses alert and on edge. 

6. Grammar: Develop a grammatical focus, e.g. prepositions: 
 Molly is lying inside the covers. 
 The creature is sitting on a cushion. 
 The knight is riding past the window. 

7. Generate verbs to describe what Molly, the creature or the knight are doing. 
8. Generate adverbs to describe the verbs. 
9. Take elements of the image and link them to further writing opportunities, e.g. a report of a 

sighting of a dragon, an investigation into what knights were, etc. e.g. 
 
 

10. Find other related texts or images to extend the learning and create interest such as How to 
Train your Dragon by Cressida Cowell, The Snow Dragon by Abi Elphinstone, The Snow 
Dragon by Vivian French, Evidence of Dragons (Poetry) by Pie Corbett. Link to film clips related 
to the topic, e.g. Were Dragons Real? on the Literacy Shed: 
 https://www.literacyshed.com/the-myths-and-legends-shed.html  

Tips and techniques 
Other suitable images can be found at: 
https://www.spanglefish.com/stellaillustrator/ 
Pobble 365, a new picture every day 
https://www.pobble365.com/ 
Once upon a picture 
https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/ 
The National Gallery’s Take One Picture  
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/learning/teachers-and-schools/take-one-picture  

Report on the Pink Spotted Ridgeback Dragon Vocabulary 

Introduction: 
General statement about the creature 
Where does it live now and where did it originate from? 
Does it live in groups or alone? 
 

habitat 
inhabit 
family 

Latin name 

Appearance 
What does the dragon look like? 
Detailed description of its appearance. 
Is there anything unusual about it? 
Can everyone see it? 

distinguishing marks 
features 

Details 
Interesting details 
Can it run fast? Can it fly? 
Does it have any unique features? 

muscular 
powerful 

about the size of a E 

Lifestyle 
Is it kept as a pet or to protect? 
What features does it have for this function? 

vicious/ gentle 
loyal 

territorial 

Conclusion – is it endangered? 
What are its chances in the future? 

 


